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Abstract— Solid structures are inclined to tremor because of 

mass of the structures. Essential utilization of auxiliary 

lightweight cement (SLWC) is to lessen the dead heap of a 

solid structure, which enables the basic creator to diminish 

the size of the basic individuals like bar, segment, and 

footings which results in decrease of seismic tremor powers 

on the structure. This examination is an endeavor to foresee 

the seismic reaction of a ten-celebrated fortified solid edge 

with the utilization of lightweight cement. A well-planned ten 

story model is taken for study. The structure is displayed with 

ETABS programming, and examination is done with typical 

weight and lightweight cement. The principle intention of our 

investigation is to dole out a light weight concrete in an 

elevated structure, where we can check its positive and 

negative impact on the soundness of the structure. 

Additionally to legitimize the auxiliary cost decrease because 

of usage of light weight material.  

Keywords: ETABS, Structural Analysis, Forces, Cost 

Analysis, Lateral Forces, Displacement 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A tall structure is a multi-story structure in which most 

tenants rely upon lifts [lifts] to arrive at their goals. Presently 

a days because of development of the populace Housing has 

formed into an economy creating industry. Given this 

interest, while elevated structure structures have turned into 

an answer in the metropolitan urban areas.  

The utilization of LWC (Lightweight cement) has 

been a component in the development business for quite a 

long time, however like other material the desires for the 

exhibition have raised and now we are expecting a steady, 

dependable material and unsurprising attributes. Auxiliary 

LWC has an inplace thickness (unit weight) on the request for 

(1440 to 1940 kg/m³) contrasted with typical weight concrete 

a thickness in the scope of 140 to 150 lb/ft³ (2240 to 2400 

kg/m³).  

Froth material is a flexible material which is 

comprised of bond, fly fiery remains and protein based froth. 

Essentially it is another material which is at present utilizing 

in India for walling reason. improved protecting square 

structure for use in the development of solid divider structures 

wherein the square structure is framed from expandable 

polystyrene material to give a lightweight, inflexible, box-

like structure having a couple of oppositely arranged side 

dividers and end dividers which together characterize a body 

pit to get concrete in that.  

Froth material gives better solid protection, warm 

protection, tough, lightweight, uniform size and shape, 

decrease porousness. It is non-load bearing auxiliary 

component which has lower quality than regular cement. Cell 

cement is prevalent in light of its light weight which 

decreases self-weight of structure.  

In this exploration work light weight solid squares 

are casted with 65% of Fly fiery debris and 35% of bond with 

preformed froth content 1.5% of all out weight and to expand 

its quality quarry residue is included its structure up-to 30% 

in an interim of 5% in various shapes to check properties of 

these Foam Concrete (FC) squares test like compressive 

quality, thickness and water ingestion is done in the research 

facility to figure out which test is indicating stable outcomes 

to give its properties and grade to investigation reason. 

 
Fig. 1: Tall Structure 

A. Response Spectrum: 

The seismic powers strikes the establishment of a structure 

will move with the ground movement. It demonstrates that 

structure development is commonly more than the ground 

movement. The development of the structure when contrasted 

with the ground is denied as the dynamic enhancement. It 

relies upon the normal recurrence of vibration, damping, sort 

of establishment, technique for specifying of the structure. 

The reaction "plan speeding up range" which alludes to the 

maximum quickening called unearthly increasing speed 

coefficient Sa/g, as a component of the structure for a 

predefined damping proportion for quake excitation at the 

base for a solitary degree opportunity framework. The 

amended IS 1893-2002 uses the dynamic examination by 

reaction range. The essential normal time of vibration of the 
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structure (T like a flash), the damping properties of the 

structure, sort of establishment accommodated the structure. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

T.Subramani et. al. (2017) The PC supported investigation is 

finished by utilizing E-TABS to discover the compelling 

parallel burden framework during dynamic stacking in light 

weight solid structure. The exhibition of the structure is 

assessed as far as Lateral Displacement and Story Drifts. The 

investigation found that Response range examination 

decreased sidelong removal and story float because of 

dynamic burdens contrast with static investigation for every 

single broke down model. RCC developments have more 

weight and bigger cross areas for basic individuals. In our 

examination about successful horizontal burden framework 

during dynamic stacking in light weight solid structure 

contrasting with RCC part. The examination likewise 

discovered; parallel removal, story float as for dynamic 

stacking in LWC area.  

Vandanapu and Krishnamurthy (2018) Studied that 

Concrete structures are inclined to tremor because of mass of 

the structures. ,e essential utilization of auxiliary lightweight 

cement (SLWC) is to decrease the dead heap of a solid 

structure, which enables the basic fashioner to lessen the size 

of the basic individuals like bar, segment, and footings which 

results in decrease of seismic tremor powers on the structure. 

This paper endeavors to anticipate the seismic reaction of a 

six-celebrated fortified solid edge with the utilization of 

lightweight cement. A well-planned sixstorey model is taken 

for study. The structure is demonstrated with standard 

programming, and examination is completed with ordinary 

weight and lightweight cement. Twisting minutes and shear 

powers are considered for both NWC and LWC, and it is seen 

that bowing minutes and shear powers are decreased to 15 

and 20 percent, individually, in LWC. ,e thickness distinction 

watched was 28% lower when contrasted NWC with LWC. 

Accepting that the segment and fortifications are not 

overhauled because of utilization of LWC, one can expect 

enormous edge far beyond MCE (most extreme thought about 

quake; IS 1893-2016), which is an alluring seismic opposition 

include in significant structures.  

Grethel (2015) Potential market to utilize basic 

lightweight cement is expanding in Mexico because of tall 

structure development, tilt-up and precast industry. Basic 

Lightweight Concrete can be intended to get comparable 

execution to ordinary weight concrete and to offer a weight-

quality proportion increasingly proficient in auxiliary 

components. The greater part of the cases, the minor expense 

of lightweight cement is repaid by size decrease of basic 

components, lessening of fortified steel, diminish dead heap 

of structures, which means worldwide costs decrease of the 

venture. There are no few wellsprings of lightweight totals in 

Mexico to plan this kind of basic cements. This report 

approves various kinds of ordinary totals of five districts of 

(Mexico City, Tijuana, Guadalajara, Monterrey and Cancun) 

utilizing lightweight engineered particles to plan lightweight 

cement with basic execution including crisp solid properties 

(droop, siphoning, harmony and dry thickness) and solidified 

solid properties (compressive quality, flexibility modulus and 

warm conductivity). Basic lightweight cements are approved 

in three degrees of harmony thickness: 1500 kg/m3, 1700 

kg/m3 and 1900 kg/m3 with various measurements of 

lightweight manufactured particles.  

Vanissorn et. al. (2012) In auxiliary plan, a perfect 

circumstance in material sparing is to diminish the heaviness 

of the structure without settling on its quality and usefulness. 

Another lightweight sandwich strengthened solid segment 

has been created with a novel utilization of lightweight 

concrete as infill material. The segment, to be specific LSRC 

segment, is reasonable for use as shaft or chunk individuals. 

Trial examinations concerning the quality of bars with LSRC 

segment shows promising outcomes under both flexural and 

shear tests. In view of the test outcomes, the flexural limit of 

LSRC pillars was seen as practically indistinguishable from 

the limit of the proportionate strong bar. The shear limit of 

the LSRC shafts was expectedly diminished because of the 

low compressive quality of the lightweight cement infill 

material. ANSYS 12.1 was utilized to create three 

dimensional nonlinear limited component models of LSRC 

shafts and was checked against the test results.  

Zulkarnain et al.(2013) examined that compressive 

quality of frothed cement is principally a component of dry 

thickness and is just somewhat influenced by the level of 

concrete supplanted by silica seethe. Huge extent of silica 

smoke didn't altogether influence the long haul compressive 

quality. The compressive quality of froth concrete with silica 

smoke is higher than the froth concrete without silica smolder 

and the distinction of solidarity between froth concrete with 

silica and control tests is around same for all age.  

Siram (2015) on her investigation he presumed that 

Foams framed from protein based surfactants have littler air 

pocket size, are progressively steady and have a more 

grounded shut air pocket structure contrasted with the froth 

delivered utilizing engineered surfactants. Consequently, 

they are high quality froth cements. The thickness of froth 

cement is the capacity of volume of froth that is added to the 

bond glue. The compressive quality of frothed cement is a 

reverse capacity of the thickness of the material.The main aim 

of this study are as follows: 

 To reduce the cost of construction  

 To decrease the self-weight of the structure and also give 

a better material for wall panelling which can withstand 

to better sound insulation, thermal insulation, durable, 

lightweight, uniform size & shape, reduce permeability. 

 To analyse the implementation of light weight concrete 

in tall structure using ETABS”17. 

 To determine the variation in stability of the structure 

under lateral forces considering light weight concrete. 

A. Scope of Study: 

The principle rationale of this exploration is to consider the 

impact of Foam Concrete squares on a tall structure. light 

weight cell solid squares are casted with 35% of Fly powder 

and 35% of bond with froth content 1.5% of all out weight 

and to expand its quality quarry residue is included its 

creation up to 30% expanding 5% for each situation. Basic 

execution of light weight Material on tall structure utilizing 

ETABS programming.  

By developing the cutting edge Light weight solid 

structure with all offices and it is extremely valuable the 
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people groups including efficient, bought to everything in 

single spot, and furthermore vitality sparing. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Casting Light Weight Material 

For this investigation, a pre formed method was adopted to 

provide polyurethane foamed concrete. The readymade foam 

was added to the base mix through the nozzle of the foam can 

according to the calculated amount by trial & error. The 

density of the foamed concrete produced was then checked 

against the target density. 

Test on material: 

 Water absorption tested 

 Density and compression strength.  

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IN MPa 

S.NO % of Quarry dust M-20 

1 0% 18.4 

2 5% 18.52 

3 10% 18.67 

4 15% 18.82 

5 20% 19.02 

6 25% 18.23 

7 30% 17.98 

Table 1: Test results 

As per compressive testing machine results 20% quarry dust 

sample will be studied  

For further implementation in software: 

For this research work following steps should be followed: 

1) Step-1 Firstly literature survey should be done to 

determine the past research and  

2) Need of study. 

3) Step-2 To prepare Sample of light weight concrete to 

determine its properties to be  

4) Assign in ETABS. 

5) Step-3 To prepare modelling of a unsymmetrical 

building frame (G+10) using ETABS”17. 

6) Step-4 To assign properties and support conditions. 

7) Step-5 To Assign lateral force (response spectrum) 

dynamic analysis as per I.S. 1893-I:2016. 

8) Step-6 To analyze the structure. 

9) Step-7 To compare the results with bare frame structure. 

10) Step-8 To determine cost analysis as per S.o.R. 2017. 

 
Fig. 2: response spectrum defined 

 

 
Fig. 3: plan & 3-d of selected building frame 

IV. ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

Moment in kN-m 

Storeys 
Frame with light weight 

concrete 

Bare 

frame 

storey10 253.56 260.35 

storey9 250.09 256.87 

storey8 246.62 253.39 

storey7 243.15 249.91 

storey6 239.68 246.43 

storey5 236.21 242.95 

storey4 232.74 239.47 

storey3 229.27 235.99 

storey2 225.80 232.51 

storey1 222.33 229.03 

Table 2: Moment in typical storeys 

Shear force in kN-m 

Storeys 
Frame with light weight 

concrete 

Bare 

frame 
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storey10 465.57 402.56 

storey9 446.52 377.76 

storey8 418.30 356.76 

storey7 390.08 335.76 

storey6 361.86 314.76 

storey5 333.64 293.76 

storey4 305.42 272.76 

storey3 277.20 251.76 

storey2 248.98 230.76 

storey1 220.76 209.76 

Table 3: Shear force 

Storey displacement mm 

Storeys Frame with light weight concrete Bare frame 

Story10 16.486 18.331 

Story9 14.547 15.766 

Story8 12.582 13.243 

Story7 10.622 10.8 

Story6 8.698 8.479 

Story5 6.843 6.335 

Story4 5.092 4.417 

Story3 3.48 2.784 

Story2 2.026 1.476 

Story1 0.757 0.545 

Base 0 0 

Table 4: Storey displacement 

A. Cost Analysis: 
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1 Bare frame 110.98 5757 6,38,911.86 

2 
Frame with light 

weight concrete 
96.98 5757 5,58,313.86 
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1 Bare frame 9454.23 72.75 6,87,795.23 

2 
Frame with light 

weight concrete 
9252.87 72.75 6,73,146.30 

Table 5: cost analysis 

V. CONCLUSION 

1) It tends to be inferred that structure with light weight 

concrete as infill can be steady as results demonstrates 

less bowing minute which results in practical structure as 

well.  

2) Execution of structure utilizing light weight material 

(froth) a decrease in the danger of tremor harm and 

expanded warm protection and imperviousness to fire 

utilizing ETABS. 3. The structure brings about less 

sidelong uprooting because of horizontal powers as saw 

in results.  

3) Structure is increasingly conservative as far as material 

expense according to S.o.R.  

4) Fit for opposing sidelong powers in extreme seismic 

locales. 
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